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EX ALDERMAN NEWSLETTER 101 

 

October 15,   2013  

                                  

By John Hoffmann   

 

 DEER ACCIDENTS STAY SLIGHTLY AHEAD OF LAST YEAR AS 

THE ANTLER-IN-THE-GRILL SEASON STARTS IN EARNST:    There were only three 

Deer-vehicle accidents in September, which brought the total for 2013 to 50 compared 

with 48 in 2012.  However the deer accident rate over the next three months should 

represent between 40 and 50% of all deer-vehicle accidents for the year.  In 2012 there 

were 49 deer-car accidents in the last three months of the year and 48 in the first nine 

months.  

 

In 2011 there were 47 deer accidents in the first nine months and 45 in the final three 

months. In 2010 there were 40 accidents in the first nine months and 39 in the last 

three. 

 

Here are the total accidents for the last four years: 

 

2009      94 

2010      79 

2011      92 

2012      97 

 

For the six years prior to 2009 the deer-vehicle accident rate averaged 50 accidents a 

year.  

 

Keep in mind there were 288 deer shot in killed in December of 2011 and January 2012 

and the deer-vehicle accident rate went up!  
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This doesn’t show that lethal harvesting is ineffective. It shows that the population of 

white tailed deer in West County is exploding.  

 

Town and County is expected to resume sharpshooting activities in January of 2014 

with funds in the 2014 budget.  Keep in mind that the 2013 budget was at a $6,000,000 

deficit by the middle of the year, thanks mostly to road projects.  

 

A NEW HORSE SCULPTURE IS SUBMITTED BY ART COMMISSION:  Hopefully you 

remember how the Town and Country Arts Commission chose a Harry Weber sculpture 

of a horse bending over to nuzzle a sitting dog as the winner for a 65-anniversary of 

T&C Contest.  They want to put the art work in the green area next to the city fire station 

at Clayton and Mason Roads. However controversy arose when Mayor/Cigarette 

Lobbyist Jon Dalton and several members of the board of aldermen did not like the fact 

that the sculpture did not include a person.  

 

   
The winning design was not well received by the mayor.  The second design still was missing something, 

a person. Either a taxpayer or a campaign contributor was missing.    

 

The Commission went back to Weber and got a new prototype, this time action figures 

of a life size horse and dog running. I commented that it was sure to cause accidents, 

when people on cell phones are who just finished texting on Mason Road looked up and 

see what they think is a running horse and dog heading their way.  The new idea still 

had the same problem as the first submission…no people. 

 

At the Arts Commission meeting last week they unveiled the latest version. This one 

had a horse and dog at a much slower rate of speed but with a woman on the horse.  
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I still believe my idea for a sculpture of a deer jumping over the hood of a BMW is the 

best and city officials have their heads up their butts not to use it. 

 

   As close as I could find to a deer jumping over a BMW was 

a moose jumping over a Volvo.(Actually appears to be a moose jumping a fence in front of a Volvo.) 

 

At one point Art Commission member Bill Schawacker with all the dog and horse 

sculpture designs submitted people will accuse the Arts Commission of putting on a 

“dog and pony” show.  

 

CITY WINS TWO TROVA SCULPTURES:  Lindsey Hodge, the staff member to the 

Arts Commission announced that St. Louis County has awarded not one, but two Ernst 

Trova outdoor modern/abstract art sculptures. 

 

As we report earlier the city application to the St. Louis parks include how they wanted 

to put one of the sculptures in the middle of the log cabins at Drace Park. Yikes!  

Frontier living and modern art!  Boonesboro meets the Left Bank! 

 

Hodge reported that the city received its first two choices of Trovas. The sculptures are 

valued at $25,000 each and will be on a 25-year loan.  
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Two new pieces of “Art” had to a park near you.  

 

   
“Mingo, let’s shoot it, take it back to the cabin and the women can hang the wash on it,” said Daniel 

Boone.  

 

A DIFFERENT KIND OF WILDLIFE:  The well known St. Louis artist Allen 

Kriegshauser has been invited to have a show at the Longview farmhouse. 

Kriegshauser is well known area a plein air painter. The city is having a gallery show of 

Kriegshauser’s work from October 25 to January 3 at the Longview House.  

 

Plein Air is a style of outdoor impressionism painting. At a recent Arts commission 

meeting Lindsey Hodge had Kriegshauser’s website on the overheard screen as images 

from the website were flashing up on a screen.  

 

All of a sudden instead of an outdoor wildlife scene, there was an indoor wildlife 

painting.  
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Yep…it is a woman in her underwear.  This caused me to go to Kriegshauser’s website 

and there I found a number of paintings of women not in their underwear. Here are 3. 

     
On his website I found only two paintings of men.   

  We are guessing that some of the members of this band were wearing 

underwear when this Kriegshauser painted this.  

 

ALDERMEN VOTE TO DEEP FRY CHICKENS: Skip Manage is apparently a sore 

loser.  This does not come as a surprise to me as Skip often shows that he has a short 
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fuse. He is normally fighting to spend more tax money in years when the city has a 

massive deficit budget.  But now it is a chicken war.  He is not taking the fact the 

Planning and Zoning Commission voted down backyard chicken coops 4-2.  

 

 Let the Chicken Wars begin! 

 

There was a resolution before the Board of Alderman on Monday to accept the P&Z 

commission’s recommendation and not allow chicken coops in the city. Then 

immediately after that there is a resolution from Skip Mange to prepare an ordinance to 

allow chicken coops in the city.  

 

The prospect of chicken wars did not last long.  The resolution was accept the P&Z 

recommendation to continue to ban chicken coops passed with a 7-to-1, with Skip 

Mange voting against it.  

 

Mange then admitted defeat, at least for now, and withdrew his resolution for the city 

staff to prepare a bill allowing chickens and their housing units.    

 

READER FINDS MORE TROUBLE AHEAD UNDER FRED MEYLAND-SMITH’S 

THEORY OF SIGN SAFETY: As you know we have been featuring signs that might be 

unsafe because using Alderman Fred Meyland-Smith’s theory that signs should only 

change messages every 12 hours. An observant reader of this news letter has found a 

new danger (per Fred) right here on the streets of Town and Country…here is her e-

mail:  

 Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 7:20 AM 

To: johnhoffmann@charter.net 

Subject:  

 

John, I was shocked when I saw a bus west bound on Clayton and I was east bound Clayton Rd. with an 

LED (I think) sign that changed about every 2 seconds ------hahaaha, wonder if our Aldermen should 

regulate that?!?!?  (It said "GO CARDS" and then the Route).    
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Maybe Visitation should mobilize their sign?! 

 

Geez.... 

 

Have a nice weekend, 

 

 

COPS TAKE TEACHER OUT OF SCHOOL:  We have learned that a male 

math teacher from the very upscale and pricey Villa Duchesne School on Conway and 

Spoede Roads in Frontenac was removed from a classroom on Thursday afternoon by 

the Frontenac Police.  A parent told us on Friday the school sent emails to parents 

saying the teacher had been fired. I heard from a second parent on Saturday confirming 

this.  On Monday we learned that there was no arrest. The police were called to “keep 

the peace” when the teacher was pulled from the classroom and fired. 

 

We have heard several rumors about the firing, but unless charges are filed we will not 

be naming the teacher.   

 

Villa Duchesne is an all girl’s school. Tuition for grades 7-12 is $18,700 a year. We have 

the teacher’s name but are withholding until charges if any are filed.     

 

  
       

FIRST BERNARD F. DICKMANN…WHO IS NEXT CHARLES LINDBERGH?  

Renaming Idlewild Airport in New York City to John F. Kennedy Airport really wasn’t 

striping away a prior designee.  The airport was built in 1942 on the ground of the 

Idlewild golf course (named after a land developer) and thus got its name. 

 

When Idlewild began servicing commercial flights in 1948 its official name was made 

New York International Airport. So the change to JFK really did not strip anyone of their 

naming rights. 
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However the I-70 bridge across the Mississippi River known as the Poplar Street Bridge 

was actually dedicated to someone.  That person was Bernard F. Dickmann, who was 

mayor of St. Louis from 1933 to 1941.  Now the State of Missouri has renamed the 

bridge after former U.S. Congressman William Clay.  

        
 Bernard F. Dickmann          William Clay 

 

Some will say that Clay, the first black congressman and civil rights activist deserves 

the honor and too hell with Dickmann.  However, Dickmann had ties to civil rights in his 

own way.  He was born in Mississippi and moved to St. Louis, was the son of the St. 

Louis sheriff, where with the help of the black community was elected the first 

Democratic mayor in over 30 years. He was also behind the building Homer G. Phillips 

Hospital for the black community.  Besides that it was Dickmann who obtained the land 

for the Arch and Arch grounds and was a central figure in reducing St. Louis’ choking air 

pollution from the use coal for heating.  
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I thought the point of naming things after people was to remember their legacy.  

Apparently that is now out the window as Governor Nixon and the legislature kick 

Dickmann aside.  

 

It appears to be time to rename things for more recent people. Since Lindbergh Blvd. 

goes from North County to South County, with only a brief name change to Kirkwood 

Road in the City of Kirkwood, it would be perfect for change.  The north half can be 

named for Charlie Dooley, the County’s first black executive.  Sure he has been 

involved in a number of scandals but those are quickly forgotten with the indictment of 

some underling or the closure of a grand jury inquiry with no charges. For the south end 

of the Highway 67, who better to name it after than Rush Limbaugh. After all Lindbergh 

and Limbaugh both start with “LI.” More people in South County listen to El Rushbo than 

any other talk show dude. 

 

                
Lucky Lindy             Currently unindicted Charlie    Former drug addict Rush  

 

Now Auguste Chouteau and Pierre Laclede founded St. Louis 259 years ago, why do 

they still have streets named after them when John Goodman and Jon Hamm don’t?   

         
Laclede                        Chouteau                      Goodman                        Hamm 
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That brings us to the biggest problem of them all…why is the city named after a dead 

French guy?  The biggest fish in St. Louis now is rapper Nelly, why not change the 

name of the city to Nelly. It is important to be up to date.  

                 
Long dead Louis IX                 Former drug dealer and current rapper, Nelly. 

 

MODOT HAD DANGEROUS YELLOW TRAP BACK IN AT MANCHESTER AND 

MASON:  At the end of the Highway 40/I-64 rebuilding project and during the building of 

the Lexus dealership at Manchester Road and Mason Road, MODOT reset the traffic 

lights at the intersection and created a very dangerous “Yellow Trap.”  

 

The Yellow Trap is when east board traffic is stuck in the middle of the intersection 

waiting for the heavy afternoon traffic to clear before turning  left onto Mason Road. 

Often those stuck in the intersection will make their turn  when the lights are going from 

Yellow to Red, but the drivers are unaware that the west bound traffic still has a green 

light. Next they are broadsided by a westbound vehicle that still had a green light.  

 

When this first happened four years ago I was working at the MODOT Traffic 

Management Center as an editor for TV and Radio information during rush hour and sat 

next to traffic light engineers.  I pointed this out to them and they admitted it was 

dangerous and corrected the problem so the eastbound and westbound traffic received 

yellow and red lights at the same time.  

 

Last week the Yellow Trap had returned.  I was able to call someone at MODOT and 

report it. It appears to have been corrected but if you find yourself at Manchester and 

Mason be careful before making a left turn.  
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     EB Manchester approaching Mason Road, 

 

THE 7,500 MILE BREAKFAST:  It is nice no longer having to be at an office, police 

station or government building first thing in the morning.  Now every 7,500 miles on my 

car I put breakfast off (easy for a fat guy to do) until 11 or 11:30.   My secret for my 

7,500 mile breakfast is that I have our cars worked on by Dave Dwyer and his staff at 

Claymont Auto Service on Clayton Road at Kehrs Mill Road. Dave, a Kirkwood resident, 

used to the be the top mechanic at the McNamara’s station at Clayton and Ballas 

Roads and bought his place four years ago. He is one of the most honest mechanics I 

have known. He has given me estimates for work and then have been several hundred 

dollars less when parts were less than listed or the work was easier than he thought.  

 

Behind his service station is Charlotte’s Rib.  When I’m getting a routine oil change and 

tire rotate I drop off my car and then walk to Charlotte Peters namesake. 

 

         
My 7,500 Mile Breakfast club                       Serving the original Parkmoor style O-rings 
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   Dave and Claymont Auto are my excuse for 

breakfast at Charlotte’s Rib            

 

A ST. LOUIS TRADITION GOES OFF THE AIR:  The other day I was listening to the 

radio and not a CD while in the car. I heard a new Frederick Roofing jingle on the radio.  

Actually the entire commercial was a new long jingle.  That was pretty cool, until they 

came to the end and did not use part of the old jingle. 

 

The Frederick Roofing jingle played on St. Louis radio and TV commercials for 40 years 

was the voice of Bonnie Herman.  Bonnie was a jingle signer from Chicago who joined 

Gene Puerling and Don Shelton from the well known 1950’s group the Hi-Los and 

another jingle singer, Len Dressler who was famous as the voice of the Jolly Green 

Giant in TV ads, to form the Singers Unlimited. They had 15 albums which are now on a 

seven CD box set, plus a Christmas album. While being popular in the U.S. they were a 

big hit in Europe.  I had heard another new Frederick spot a year or so ago. At the they 

still used Bonnie’s crisp “Frederick Roofing” tag line.  I guess I always thought it was 

cool to hear someone singing about a St. Louis Roofing Company on Manchester Road 

in Brentwood who was a well known U.S. and European jazz singer.   

 

 

 The Singers Unlimited 
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 Bonnie Herman 

 

PERRY MASON FANS: I know I’m only writing toward the older readers of this 

newsletter with this tidbit.  However I am a regular viewer of the repeats of the old Black 

and White Perry Mason TV shows that ran from 1957 to 1966 that are shown on the 

KMOV digital sub channel (channel 85 on Charter Digital). Recently they were showing 

shows from the 1960 season and in a number of the shows the constantly losing District 

Attorney Hamilton Berger had been replaced. It turned out the actor playing Berger, 

William Talman, had been arrested in March of 1960 at what was described as a “wild 

Hollywood party” that included marijuana and naked people. CBS fired Berger, but he 

was later rehired after a letter writing campaign.  Three months after the arrest a judge 

dismissed the charges against him.  
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 William Talman (left) as Hamilton Berger Ray Collins (right) as Lt. Arthur 

Tragg from the  Perry Mason TV series.   
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POST-DISPATCH DELETES ONLINE COMMENTS ABOUT PATCH.COM AND LAID 

OFF REGIONAL EDITOR: It’s funny Kurt Greenbaum is most famous for getting 

someone fired for posting a one-word response to an online question on StLToday.com. 

Greenbaum then wrote an online piece bragging about getting the guy fired. He left the 

Post-Dispatch to become the regional editor of the Patch.com sites.  

 

http://gawker.com/5407559/tattle+tale-newspaper-costs-vulgar-commenter-his--job 

 

 

He had a thin skin there also.  He once pulled a column I wrote for Patch.com for the 

Town and Country site about Town and Country mayor Jon Dalton and his role in the 

Opal Henderson land grab, where Henderson lost her family’s business and property so 

Dalton and friends could use it for a nightclub district. Dalton’s groups were sued by 

Henderson for damages and lost. He was individually sued in Federal court when no 

one was paying the damages awarded Henderson.  

 

The column was posted at 6:00am.  By 10am Dalton had called and complained and 

Greenbaum had pulled it.  However the same column ran a week earlier on the 

Chesterfield Patch site and is still available online. I believe the reason because it was 

posted by the T&C patch editor was because it was getting a high number of hits.   

 

 http://chesterfield.patch.com/groups/opinion/p/west-county-big-shots-still-have-not-

anted-up-to-widobe55e4fc96 

 

Next Greenbaum got complaints from three city councilpersons about the patch.com 

coverage from Editor Jean Whitney.  Apparently there was too much coverage and too 

many accurate quotes. Greenbaum attended meetings with the then Chesterfield mayor 

and two councilpersons plus the city administrator. The suggestion was raised that 

Greenbaum give the city the right to review articles for “accuracy.” 

 

 
 

http://gawker.com/5407559/tattle+tale-newspaper-costs-vulgar-commenter-his--job
http://chesterfield.patch.com/groups/opinion/p/west-county-big-shots-still-have-not-anted-up-to-widobe55e4fc96
http://chesterfield.patch.com/groups/opinion/p/west-county-big-shots-still-have-not-anted-up-to-widobe55e4fc96
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Now that patch.com has fired the remaining few in St. Louis, The Post-Dispatch ran an 

online story about Greenbaum losing his job effective October 15. (There was no 

mention of all the other people who had lost their jobs in the patch.com debacle.) 

 

The comments included several complimentary ones about Greenbaum and patch.  

However there were two online comments that were up overnight and generated more 

Facebook “likes” than any other comments that were deleted by the Post-Dispatch 

before mid-day.  One called the content and reporting of Patch poor and the editing of 

Greenbaum as awful. The commentator referred to Greenbaum as a “tool.”  That was 

as nasty as it got.  

 

The other poster said he hoped the teacher who lost his job enjoyed reading about 

Greenbaum losing his job.  He then posted the link to an online article about the 

incident.  

 

These two had more “likes” than any of the other posts and they were both deleted. 

Apparently if a negative post is about a former PD editor it will automatically be deleted 

by the Post-Dispatch, even if the comment tells readers what the guy is rally famous for.        

 

MUSIC: Tuesday Night Big Band Jazz…The Route 66 Jazz Orchestra will be moving 

for their October concert to a Tuesday night.  It will be Tuesday October 22 at The 

Sheldon Concert Hall on Washington just west of Grand. The concert is at 7:30 and 

tickets at the door are just $10.  Tuesday night…perfect…no crowds …no traffic…go to 

O’Connell’s Pub before or after the music. Unfortunately I will be out of the country…but 

if you go let me know how everything was and send along a photo. 
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ANITA AT TRUFFLES: Our buddy Anita Rosamond was back for her second 

appearance in the bar at Truffle’s on Clayton Road in Ladue. Anita had several people 

sit in with her including St. Louis legendary singer Gene Lynn.  She is scheduled to be 

back at Truffle’s next Saturday from 9-to-12. 

       
Anita center stage with her smile and twinkling eyes at Truffle’s. Gene Lynn one of St. Louis’ top bistro 

singers fo decades does New York, New York as dancers move nearby.  

 

Last Wednesday at Sasha’s: We will miss the next two Wednesday’s at Sasha’s but 

hope tthere will be in interesting group on the night before Halloween.    
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CARTOONS: Here is a new take on one of my favorite cartoons ever: 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Here is the original: 
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THE NEWSLETTER IS GOING ON THE FINAL VACATION OF THE YEAR AND FOR 

A WHILE:  Three vacations in one year is a bit much…we are downsizing travel plans 

for 2014…but the newsletter will be out of town until the first week of November. 
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